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If you are looking out for holders for different purposes in your home then you should take a look
into the brass holders. This is a metal that does not rust and also lasts for a long time. It can be
cleaned easily and provides a great shine on the surface. Traditionally when metal was first
discovered and modernity was just coming into being in home dÃ©cor, brass was one of the top most
choices for holders.

Even now if you go to some homes which are known for their artistic beauty you will definitely find
one or two brass holders which will be present in the interiors or the outsides. They differ in
largeness, earlier people used to have big holders made out of brass as this metal is known for its
tenacity and resistance to stains and marks.

In living room you can have candle holders and flower pot supporter made from brass. A nice
ornamenting pattern engraved on the surface will make them look awesome and priceless. You can
also have them in the bedroom wherein you can experiment with the holders which are supposed to
have incense sticks or objects to be held in.

In study room or library you can have a pen or pencil holder of brass and can even have a brass
stand for the books and other documents. Other rooms like the kidâ€™s can have brass holders for
watercolors and necessary clothes. You can have one stylized in cartoon design or pattern for
childrenâ€™s space. Even they are good for store room wherein there will be differing temperature.
Brass holders can handle the stress of cold and hot weather equally well.

For exteriors you can have brass holders for pot, stones and other decorative in the porch,
verandah, balcony and garden. Many of you might prefer to have sling swords and other antique
objects to have brass holders and they make them look more in tune with the home environment.
Even collectibles and ancient objects of great value go well in placement of brass holders.

You may try cluster of brass holder together just for decoration purpose. Some of them come with
clinging bells which sound a melodious tune when struck with wind. Hence these can be used on
terrace or hung from roofs in the exteriors or also interiors of your home.

Long and slender brass holders meant to clasp accessories like pans and plates in kitchen look
extraordinary. They can also be had in the dining area. While looking for a decoration at your
bedside or table top, miniature brass holders look cute and smart for your home dÃ©cor they can be
found in plenty in the market. All kinds of brass holders can be had from either shopping online or
from a retail store in the area of your choice.
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